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Astrology is an incredible tool that can be used to learn more about yourself, other people, your relationships, your past, present, and your
future, and it is always worked consistently. Maybe that's why it's been around for a couple of thousand years! To unlock your potential, this
book interprets the planets, signs, houses, aspects, and transits in your natal chart as keys to your life purpose. Armed with this selfawareness, Astrology for Beginners offers tools and tactics to successfully navigate the trials and obstacles in alignment with your sign.
Astrology holds the answers to many of life's questions. But only you have the power to act on them. In Astrology for Beginners, you'll
discover who you are, what you want, and what you need to do to be the best version of yourself. This book covers the following topics: How
personality traits are associated with every sign How each planet's astrology directly affects every zodiac sign Performing a tarot reading How
to master your spiritual growth The effects numerology has on your life How to read astrological chart The language of energy What is
Enneagram - harmony triads and nine types ...And so much more! Astrology for Beginners goes beyond simple sun-sign interpretation and at
the same time cuts through the complications of horoscope analysis to make understanding your chart in depth, simple and easy. The goal is
to make astrology accessible to total newbies and provide a working reference guide for intermediates. Would You Like to Know More?
Download Now to learn how astrology can be used as a functional tool to find meaning and happiness through self-knowledge. Scroll to the
top of the page and select the "BUY NOW" button
The book of astrology that you are holding in your hand will enlighten the path of astrology and its basic concept in the best manner. The
book 'The Astrology' reveals the secret of all the key point of astrology. By reading this book, you will be able to know what is astrology and
from where it originates. The chapter 'The history of astrology' will teach you the brief concept of the origin of astrology and their popularity.
While reading this book, you will be able to learn about the planets and their position in the astrological chart. What kind of energy they emit
and what kind of influence you will receive from them. The book also teaches you about the relation of the planet with the zodiac signs in the
chapter 'The planet' and the zodiac sign. After reading this book, you will be able to create your birth chart. You will also learn about the tools
and techniques used to interpret the location of houses, sign, planets, and their ascendants. When you are moving ahead in reading about
the astrology next onward, you will be able to know how the planets transits affect the individual's life and what you can do in that time. The
other points that are covered in this book are the elements which reflect the personality of an individual. The books have covered the major
aspects of astrology which is used to synthesis the astrological chart and their predictions. Moving ahead while reading this book, you will be
able to learn how to locate the houses, sign, and planets in the zodiac wheel. The ascendants and aspects will make you familiar with the
methods of interpreting the positions. The book also covers the point which we neglect during the study of astrology like the physiological
astrology, the soul, and the language of energy what every energy says about you. Another point that is covered in this book is how you will
read an astrological chart. What kind of rulership is shared by the planets and zodiac signs? The book will help you to go deeper towards the
astrological concept. The point not to be neglected is that the chapter the 'kundalini rising' will make you learn about the rising of kundalini to
meet your inner soul. After having this book, you are able to synthesize your own prediction up to an extent. This book is focused on each
and every concept of astrology in an easy and step by step process, which will add a plus point to buy this book for learning astrology. By
keeping in mind about beginners, we have included all the key points related symbols and concepts which you will learn without having any
extra efforts. Thus, last but not least if you really want to learn about each and every aspect of astrology. This book definitely sounds the best
option to learn astrology. In this book, I also mentioned about the easy steps of creating an astrological chart which you can use to create the
birth charts of others too. The reasons are never-ending to buy this book. This is ideal for those who want to learn astrology. I assure you this
book will go to help you with learning about astrology.
In any case, numerous individuals don't comprehend that soothsaying in its most genuine structure is really absolutely critical. Astrology is
basically the investigation of the planets and stars and their impact on our lives. These impacts are very genuine. Maybe you have seen that
your states of mind change definitely during stretches of time that appear to have no example by any means. Inside you will find...
Introduction to astrology and celestial influences Getting to know the 12 house systems The Equal house systems The Quadrant house
systems Porphyry's and Regiomontanus The Placidus house system The Meridian house system House modalities The four elements: fire,
earth, air, and water Visionary interpretations House cusps The 12 zodiac signs Planetary correspondences What is the horoscope diagram?
Personality analysis using psychological astrology Basics about numerology What you need to know about Kundalini rising And more... Grab
this book now!
Have you always wondered why your life tends to go in the same patterns over and over again? Have you been trying to escape from the
same old patterns, year after year, to no avail? If so, then keep reading... You may need Vedic astrology to begin deciphering your life. Vedic
astrology dictates that everything that you do in life is influenced by the positions of the stars and Planets at the moment of your birth. It
asserts that you are born according to karmic justice and judgment and that karma is written out into the stars at that exact moment. For this
reason, people have turned to the skies for thousands upon thousands of years to begin to decipher the karmic workings and understand why
their lives work the way that they do. Karma is the sum of your actions in this life and in past lives, all of which is designed to bring you closer
to liberation-that point in your life where you are able to become connected to the Universe and freed from the endless cycle of rebirth and
death that we live in. It is something that you can never escape as it is simply the sum and reaction of your actions-it happens whether good
or bad, and you will have to deal with the aftermath either way. However, karma brings with it lessons that are designed to help you achieve
that liberation in life. Because karma can influence every aspect of your life and because it is written in the stars, you can begin to understand
why you go through what you experience and how likely that you are to succeed or fail in all sorts of aspects of your life. You just have to
open up your mind, look to your birth chart, and begin to interpret it. This has been used for thousands of years to determine matchmaking,
success, business ventures, and more. It helps us to understand how we experience the world around us and why it is the way that it is. It
shows us our relationships with others, our friendships, and our shortcomings. It shows us our career prospects and health. There is so much
about the world that can be read in the stars, so long as you know where to look. This book is here to help. It is here to teach you the basics
of Vedic astrology so that you can begin to decipher the world around you and what fate has in store for you. ?Vedic Astrology Secrets for
Beginners INCLUDES: ? ? Information on what Vedic astrology is and how it differs from Western astrology ? A brief history of Vedic
astrology ? The Vedic birth chart and how you can begin to read it to start interpreting your own horoscope ? The role of the Planets and how
to understand them in Vedic astrology ? The various Lunar Mansions and how they are influential over the individual ? The significance of
Vedic astrology and how it is used to change people's approaches to life ? And MUCH MORE!! Don't spend another day leaving life to
chance. You can take charge and learn why you experience what you experience, and more. All you have to do is make it a point to get
started today. Scroll up and click on BUY NOW to begin discovering the secrets of the universe.
An exploration of how astrology can enable us to understand ourselves, other people and our relationships more fully. Through a series of
simple, practical steps, the handbook covers how to: cast a horoscope; draw up a birth chart; and interpret the 12 signs of the zodiac. There
are exercises, and examples of well-known figures and world events. A comprehensive resource list details useful astrological organizations,
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computer programs and Internet sites.
Wish you had easy to follow in-depth guide to learning Astrology? Astrology has been around since Ancient Egyptian, Babylonian times. It
has always given humanity the power to understand the world and our universe at such vast depths. This Gem filled collection brings together
the building blocks to begin your walk to Chart Interpretation. These foundations allow you to connect to the conscious and the unconscious
truth of how you think, feel, and act. Astrology brings fresh objective perspectives on our one on one relationships and life events.
Like every field of expertise, the concepts behind Astrology and its body of knowledge require earnest studying. It is important that that is
broken down is a way that is easy to learn. You have what it takes to be a seasoned Astrologer! With Practice, study and the guidance of this
beautiful book your journey begins here. Get a firm grasp and more profound knowledge on Astrology with DeAriesha Mack’s ABCs of
Astrology for Beginners! Whether you’re just starting or are a seasoned scholar in the subject, this book will equip you with the essential
knowledge you needed to become your own Astrologer. Supercharge your life today with this timeless skill and use the stars' movement to
guide you towards success, fulfilment, and soul evolution.
Let DeAriesha Mack, also known as AstroDeeStars, guide you in learning how to harness the stars' boundless power. Upon discovering the
vital cogs of Astrology, use your newfound knowledge to branch out, explore and appreciate other sects of the study.
This book is your new manual towards true empowerment and improving your outlook of the world. Learn the ways on how you can establish
independence and learn to trust your instincts Letting the stars verify those gut feelings.
In this book, you’ll encounter:
? A run-down of Astrology history, influence, and how it applies to our modern day.
? A Simple explanation of How Chart Interpretation works and how to use the Circular Wheel. ? A breakdown of the 12 zodiac Signs along
with Their Ascendant Sign Physical descriptions ? How to apply astrology to your day-to-day life. ? A Sample Birth Chart Analysis of singer
Whitney Houston examining how the stars align between her life and death ? The basics on the 12 Houses, Angles, and Aspects
Let your knowledge in Astrology Empower you to walk with confidence and Ease. Add ABCs of Astrology for Beginners to your cart TODAY!
Most introductory astrology books, such as this one, are content to teach you the ABC's of astrology: Planets, signs, houses, aspects, pretty
much in that order. You're then congratulated that, by the time you reach the end of the book, you can look up the individual pieces and spit
out canned interpretations, by rote. Vivian Robson (1890-1942, a man, by the way), expected better. Here is an example: Having found the
significator of the matter concerned interpret all aspects to it as things and people affecting it. Suppose Jupiter were chief significator of
money and afflicted by Saturn. We should judge that money matters would be hampered by poor conditions, depressing surroundings, illhealth, or whatever Saturn signified in that horoscope. In other words, we should give Jupiter the chief consideration as significator of the
matter enquired into, and interpret the action of Saturn in its relation to Jupiter, and not vice-versa. On the other hand if Saturn were the
significator we should judge that fits of generosity or extravagance would affect the finances, because Jupiter is expansive in its action, and
its afflicting aspect would cause trouble and loss. This general judgment is then refined by taking into account the sign and house occupied
by the aspecting planet, and the houses it rules. Thus, suppose with Saturn as significator that Jupiter threw an adverse aspect from the 5th
house. Then we should judge that the extravagance would arise from too much indulgence in pleasure, or from gambling, or other matters
ruled by the 5th house. This would be modified by the sign containing Jupiter. A water sign would incline more to self-indulgence, a fiery one
to gambling, a sign ruled by Venus to expenditure on women, and so on, thus enabling us to enlarge on the judgement obtained from the
house position alone. We should next look to see what houses Jupiter ruled. If it ruled the 3rd we should judge expense and extravagance
over journeys, relatives and other third house matters, and by blending the influences, that gambling losses (5th) would come through the
advice of relatives (3rd) or some other appropriate blending. . . .This, however, is not the only way the influences would work. . . . There is
method to be used, and it is one which needs considerable practice, but it is well-worth the trouble involved, and the student will himself be
amazed to find how accurately the most trifling details may be predicted.As a word of advice to the beginner I would say - Do not be afraid to
let yourself go in this way. You will make many mistakes to start with, but it is the only way to make your Astrology of practical use. There is
too great a tendency nowadays to float about in a comfortable haze of so-called esotericism. The first need of Astrology is accuracy and
definition, not pseudo-religious speculation, and it is only by concentrating on the practical and scientific side that we can really make
Astrology of service, and obtain for it the recognition it deserves. (pgs. 110-113: go have a look)Someday a picture of the man will be found.
Until then, read his books!

Wish you had easy to follow in-depth guide to learning Astrology? Astrology has been around since Ancient Egyptian,
Babylonian times. It has always given humanity the power to understand the world and our universe at such vast depths.
This Gem filled collection brings together the building blocks to begin your walk to Chart Interpretation. These
foundations allow you to connect to the conscious and the unconscious truth of how you think, feel, and act. Astrology
brings fresh objective perspectives on our one on one relationships and life events. Like every field of expertise, the
concepts behind Astrology and its body of knowledge require earnest studying. It is important that that is broken down is
a way that is easy to learn. You have what it takes to be a seasoned Astrologer! With Practice, study and the guidance of
this beautiful book your journey begins here Get a firm grasp and more profound knowledge on Astrology with DeAriesha
Mack’s ABCs of Astrology for Beginners! Whether you’re just starting or are a seasoned scholar in the subject, this book
will equip you with the essential knowledge you needed to become your own Astrologer. Supercharge your life today with
this timeless skill and use the stars' movement to guide you towards success, fulfilment, and soul evolution. Let
DeAriesha Mack, also known as AstroDeeStars, guide you in learning how to harness the stars' boundless power. Upon
discovering the vital cogs of Astrology, use your newfound knowledge to branch out, explore and appreciate other sects
of the study. This book is your new manual towards true empowerment and improving your outlook of the world. Learn
the ways on how you can establish independence and learn to trust your instincts Letting the stars verify those gut
feelings. In this book, you’ll encounter: ? A run-down of Astrology history, influence, and how it applies to our modern
day. ? A Simple explanation of How Chart Interpretation works and how to use the Circular Wheel. ? A breakdown of the
12 zodiac Signs along with Their Ascendant Sign Physical descriptions ? How to apply astrology to your day-to-day life. ?
A Sample Birth Chart Analysis of singer Whitney Houston examining how the stars align between her life and death ?
The basics on the 12 Houses, Angles, and Aspects Let your knowledge in Astrology Empower you to walk with
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confidence and Ease. Add ABCs of Astrology for Beginners to your cart TODAY!
It is said that everything is written even before the birth of the child. His destiny is written and we are but a puppet in
hands of God. God has made this universe indeed and set rules that we may not know fully because God alone is the all
knowing. He in all probability has millions of rules and laws such as law of gravitation, vaastu, fengshui, Chinese
astrology, vedic astrology, numerology, dowsing and not denying some sciences that we developed like Chemistry,
Physics. God has set a path to run this world and these hidden knowledge were discovered only when God allowed. This
book teaches basics of understanding one of many rules and laws which we term as Vedic Astrology.
Your astrological birth chart reveals who you are when you are born. Join noted astrologer Dusty Bunker in this simple
direct beginner's workbook that will teach you how to truly know your inner-self while creating your personal birth chart.
Written in a lively, conversational style, Dusty touches the excitement of learning the nuances of the stars through clear,
simple instructions for interpreting your chart. Learn the language of astrology, including the planets, signs, houses, and
aspects that prove you are exactly who you should be! Discover the meanings of the astrological symbols, how they
communicate with each other, and what the planetary guardians have to say to you. Work with tools, like the sentencing
sheet, that contain key words to aid you in composing accurate answers to your life's questions. Includes an author's
collection of tips and advice. An excellent resource for teachers.
The earliest civilizations frequently applied astrology to make predictions about everything from weather to war. While our
modern lives may not be so rough-and-tumble, we can still seek answers from astrology to help illuminate our life's path.
In Astrology Made Simple, professional psychic and astrologer Alyson Mead moves step-by-step through astrology's
complexities. With her guidance, you will: Gain in-depth insight into the twelve zodiac signs, as well as the importance of
lunar placement, rising and descendant signs, planets, asteroids, and more Learn the mechanics of a birth chart's
construction, and methods for interpretation to reveal your horoscope Get strategies for applying your horoscope to
facets of everyday life, such as romance, career, family, and health Go beyond your sun sign and unlock astrology's
secrets!
In this powerful and personal book, you'll gain a potent perspective on the personality traits, strengths and weaknesses,
and emotional tendencies of people born under each of the zodiac signs.
When you read this powerful and personal package, you'll gain a potent perspective on the personality traits, strengths
and weaknesses, and emotional tendencies of people born under the various zodiac signs.
If you are interested in understanding more about your true self, the purpose of life and your spiritual path, Esoteric
Astrology is the book for you. You will be guided into a deeper dimension of astrology and the spiritual laws behind all
life, for example the law of reincarnation and karma. There is a great difference between esoteric astrology that interprets
the horoscope from the viewpoint of the soul, and traditional astrology that often is preoccupied with outer events and the
desires and reactions of the outer self. An esoteric astrologer looks for the purpose of the soul, and the inner causes
behind what happens to you in life. What are your talents and limitations, so that you can make use of and increase your
good sides and eliminate or limit the bad habits. The book is written in a simple language, it is a beginner’s guide to
astrology. You will need no previous knowledge about astrology to read this book. This book is meant for anyone who is
interested in spirituality and astrology. But it is also recommended for you who have studied astrology and wish to add a
spiritual dimension to the subject. This book includes many important areas, such as: human relations, how to cast a
horoscope, diseases, the purpose of life, and an esoteric interpretation of the signs. The book helps you to understand
more about yourself. But to this is added astrology for humanity and nations, how astrological energies are influencing
and are determinative for society. From the perspective of a spiritual background, this is indeed an entirely new way of
looking at our civilization.

55% off for bookstores! Hardcover BW Only for a Limited Time Discounted Retail Price at $39.99 Instead of $47.99 Buy It NOW and let your
customers get addicted to Numerology and Astrology for Beginners Book
Astrology does not ask for help, this is the reason you need this book! The best-selling horoscope book in 25 years. Contains the latest
discoveries in astrology. Predict world events in the 21st century. The best-selling astrology book on Amazon, with the highest rating of 5
stars The United States has sold more than 500,000 astrology books. It exists to answer questions about you. It is a knowledge about you,
and it promises you that you don't need to react blindly when experiencing life; you can control your own destiny within a limited range, and in
this process, you truly understand yourself.
Discover the truth about you and your partner with this guide to synastry--the astrological art of relationship compatibility! Why do we attract
certain people to us, and why are we attracted to them? What planetary influence is going on when we first meet? Answer these questions
with Relationship Astrology. Written for beginners and intermediate star-gazers alike, this in-depth guide to synastry (the astrological art of
relationship compatibility determined by the comparison of two charts) includes all you need to know to set up an affinity chart between you
and another. You'll be privy to interpretations for every combination of planets, rising signs, and elemental energies to work out your affinity
with a new admirer, lover, or current partner. The book explores relationships from both a psychological and also mysteriously "fated" angle
by examining affinity charts. The chart reveals important information, such as emotional needs, issues around sex or power, and whether the
relationship is purely physical or primed for long-term love. You'll learn how Venus, Mars, and the asteroid Eros define your sexual
compatibility, while Black Moon Lilith reveals your dark side. You'll read up on how Saturn signifies long-term commitment, often binding us to
our mate in ways that have nothing to do with physical or romantic attraction. From dizzy infatuation to sexual desire to long-term commitment
or breakup, the Relationship Astrology guide reveals everything about relating and how to make your relationships work. Whether you're
already in love, still searching for a match, or in a long-term twosome, this book promises to help you discover the truth about you and a lover
or partner.
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This beginner's guide was designed so that anyone will be able to easily and quickly learn the basics of Western Sidereal Astrology. The
simple information I provide supports this new approach, which actually originates from some of the most effective astrological techniques
ever used in the ancient world.
This is the black and white version of this book. However, you can still discover your potential with this unique pictorial book as the text brings
the Zodiac and planets to life.With everyday language, a warm easygoing tone and clear illustrations, this is an astrology guide you'll finally
be able to understand. Discover the basics of astrology, discover some fascinating facts about your star sign and be amazed at how
unlocking this knowledge could help you live a successful, happy and prosperous life.Naomi has used her characteristic warm and friendly
approach to teach astrology for over 30 years. She is passionate about making this subject as accessible as possible. By demystifying what
can be quite a complicated science, Understanding Your Birth Chart (a beginners guide to Astrology) gives everyone the chance to benefit
from the wonderful and life-enhancing gifts that understanding your birth chart can bring.
If You Feel Like You've Been Stuck in the Same Mundane, Unproductive, or Self-Destructive Patterns Year After Year, Then Keep Reading!
Have you always wondered why your life feels like it's in a constant loop? Do you wish something would impact your life and change it for the
better? Are you looking for ways to change things up so you can finally take control of your destiny? If you said YES to any of the questions
above, you may benefit from using the power of Vedic Astrology to decipher your next steps. Vedic astrology, also known as Jyotish in India,
can be a powerful treasure trove of insights and revelations about what's in store in your daily life. It is the belief that everything that you do in
life is influenced by the positions of the stars and planets on the day you were born. Vedic astrology asserts that you are born in alignment
with karmic justice and judgment. In that exact moment, your karma is written out into the stars. This belief has driven people to look to the
skies for thousands in order to decipher their karmic workings and understand why their lives work the way that they do. But how to unlock
this complex tool? In "Vedic Astrology: A Beginner's Guide to the Fundamentals of Jyotish and Hindu Astrology" by the go-to resource for all
things related to spiritual growth, Discover Press, you will unearth all the secrets of the starts and planets and figure out what they have in
store for you.

Have you always wanted to be able to understand the secrets of Horoscopes? In this book can give you is a great
starting point on secrets and the powers of the 12 Zodiac Signs. What you will learn in this book: what is the astrology the
system and the renaissance methods and techniques of medical astrology astrology symbols love compatibility and
much, much more! The only question is: what are you waiting for? Scroll the top of the page and select the Buy Now
button!
- Do you to learn about tarot card games? - Do you want to explore about astrology and the Zodiac Signs? If so, then
keep reading! This book is focused on teaching the fundamentals of astrology and Zodiac Signs. Whether you learn
astrology as a hobby or you are aspiring to become a full-time astrologer in the future, at the end of this book you will
learn all the fundamental concepts that are required to be a successful astrologer. This book is designed for people who
want to learn astrology without any prior knowledge on the subject. The hugely rewarding aspect of being an astrologer is
enabling people to advance in life in a practical and meaningful way. Throughout this book, you'll learn to add massive
value to people's lives by helping them to read their birth chart to find inherent strengths and weaknesses and guide them
in life. Here's what makes this SPECIAL BOOK: - Introduction to Zodiac Signs - Is There Any Science Behind Astrology?
- Astrology and Latest Technology - A Brief Guide to Tarot (Card Game) - Types of Card Games - Tarot and Astrology Much, much more! Interested? Then Scroll up, Click on "Buy now with 1- Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
Uncover the secret wisdom of the cosmos and learn how to use the stars to better understand yourself and discover your
destiny and true purpose with this definitive guide to astrology for beginners! Do you often have debilitating doubts and
anxiety about your future and what path you should take in life? Do you want to learn how to use astrology and
numerology to make sound life decisions that will guide you towards your true purpose, but have no idea where to begin?
If you answered yes to any of the questions above, then keep reading... In this guide, Adam Aries gets rid of the fluff and
"hocus-pocus" that is rife with books of this type and shows you how to decode the hidden messages of the universe to
help you make the right decisions and choose the best opportunities that will help you better understand yourself and
achieve clarity of purpose. Here are some of the life-changing insights you're going to discover in Astrology for Beginners
The different types of astrology that are practised in the modern world of today Common misunderstanding and
misconceptions about the practice of astrology A complete guide to all 12 zodiacs or star signs as well as a concise
horoscope for each of the signs What horoscopes can tell us about ourselves and others as well as how to make it work
for you How the astrology of each planet directly affects every zodiac sign Step-by-step instructions to help you
determine your life path and destiny number What your destiny number can tell you about yourself How to use astrology
to supercharge and drastically improve the quality of your relationships ...and lots more! Written in a beginner-friendly
way and filled with deep insights, case studies and actionable advice, Astrology for Beginners will help you gain valuable
insights into what the future holds for you and quickly become your reference guide to navigating the challenges of life.
FAQs I don't know anything about astrology. Can this book help me? Yes. In fact, it was specifically written for absolute
beginners. You'll learn all the basics you need to know about the art and practice of astrology. Why is this book different?
Unlike other books on astrology which are often abstract and philosophical in nature, this guide is focused on giving you
practical advice to help you better understand yourself and make sound life decisions. Scroll to the top of the page and
click the "Buy Now" button to reconnect with your true self today!
The Ultimate Astrology Package! 2 books in 1! Have you ever wondered if you could find a way to better understand a
person,their desires or the compatibility that you two share? People are naturally different, butgroups of people can be
similarly linked and share likeminded thoughts or ideals. Astrology is the studying and understanding of these things and
it can help you betterlearn what type of people you are dealing with in your day to day life, whether it be at work, at home
or in a relationship.These books will take you through the basics and the more advanced concepts based around then
twelve Zodiac symbols and their significance in each person's being so you can better communicate with and know them.
These two books are everything you're looking for, whether you are deeply invested in the field of Astrology or merely
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seeking to sate your curiosity in a fun yet rich way.In These Books You Will Find:* An in depth look at each of the twelve
Zodiac symbols, and their significance in your life.* A detailed guide seeking to better your ability to interact, understand
and appreciate the world and it's people around you. * A comparison and look at the complex dynamics between each of
the twelve symbols and their relationships with each other.* Learn how to interact with positive astrological sign
combinations for maximum enrichment and productivity between them and how to handle ones that are in natural
conflict.* Gain insight into whether you have found a life long partner, or just a short term fling.* Understand the signs that
highlight your strengths and minimize your weaknesses and how to bring them to you.
Here's Your Perfect Chance to Finally Unlock the Secrets of Astrology, Gain Deep Understanding of Zodiac Signs, and
Read Your Birth Chart Like a Pro Would you like to: Dive deep into the world of astrology, in a simple way? Be able to
read all aspects and positions in your birth chart? Understand other zodiac signs and their relations to you? Astrology is
one of the oldest practices in the history of humanity. We were always enthralled by the stars. With that fascination came
also understanding. The first astrologers started noticing patterns in the night sky, and they established different systems
of astrology. After all, the future is a never-ending source of interest for all of us. Don't mistake astrology for science.
Astrology does have very well-defined principles and rules, but it operates on a different level. With astrology, we can
understand emotional motivation and the life trajectory of individuals. Through different aspects and positions in a birth
chart, we can tell a lot about the person and their path. With a great astrologer, you can gain insights that explain and
help define your existence. Here's what you'll find inside: Explanation of Different Astrology Types: From Western to
Chinese and Vedic system, every type of astrology has its place and purpose and now you can learn all about them
Cornerstones of Astrology: Find simple explanations of all the signs, planets, houses, and aspects and how they relate to
each other to weave a birth chart Reading Astrological Charts: Make connections between different planets in houses
and different roles of Sun sign, Moon sign, Ascendant, and planets in different signs Being a Professional Astrologer:
How to make astrology easy, fun, and relatable for all of your friends, family, and potential clients so you can bring insight
into the world This book about astrology is a perfect guide for beginners who want to gain a deeper understanding of their
birth chart, so don't hesitate! Scroll Up, Click On "Buy Now with 1-Click" and Get Your Copy!
55% off for bookstores! Paperback BW Only for a Limited Time Discounted Retail Price at $29.99 Instead of $37.99 Buy
It NOW and let your customers get addicted to Numerology and Astrology for Beginners Book
Learn the Secret Language of the Universe and Discover the intriguing and Esoteric World of Astrology! The most
famous and fundamental part of astrology is the Sun sign. Most people have heard about the Sun sign, but unfortunately,
they believe that the Sun sign is all there is in Astrology. They are mistaken, for there is much more to astrology than
meets the eye. Astrology is the doorway to many of the universe's mysteries, and it is a way to explore deeper meanings
of your destiny. Have you ever wanted to know the mysteries of the universe? Do you want to get rid of the uncertainty
that tomorrow brings? Do you want to gain a better understanding of life? If so, astrology is a tool that will assist you in
obtaining all of the answers you seek - you simply need to learn how to use it, and this guide will show you the simplest
method! You don't have to worry if you don't know much about astrology and are just getting started - this book will teach
you everything you need to know, and then you can quickly upgrade your knowledge. Don't be afraid to delve a little
deeper. Allow this book to take you on a journey across the universe, where you can discover your link to life and destiny.
Here's what you can find in this complete astrology guide for beginners: - The astrology basics, a little bit of history, and
what astrology can offer you - Guide to discover yourself using horoscope, zodiac, and star sign - The secret world of
numerology explained - Using numerology to interpret love, career, and friendship - Everything about the Elements,
opposing forces, the Houses, planetary aspects, and the power of planetary influences - And much more! If you want to
learn the secrets of the universe and discover what fate has in store for you, all you need to get started can be found
inside this book. So, what are you waiting for? Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click," and Get Your Copy Now!
This offering is designed for people with little or no knowledge of astrology, who would like to be able to understand and interpret their own
birth charts, and perhaps those of their loved ones. It is a simple but complete guide to basic chart interpretation, including Sun, Moon,
planets, Chiron and the four major asteroids. The approach is holistic, with an emphasis on harmonics. The technical aspects of chart
creation and analysis are avoided. If you decide to study the subject in depth, you will most likely want to learn chart calculation and other
tools of astrological application which are not covered here. This is a beginning place, and if studied and applied will provide a good grasp of
your chart and a foundation for deeper study. For more information, please visit: www.wizzards.net/magyan
The Best Self-Teaching Guide for Beginning Astrologers Learn the basics of astrology in one easy-to-read book! This popular introductory
guide starts with the philosophy of astrology, and simple definitions of its terms. Next, it explains all of the essentials, including planets,
houses, aspects, and chart construction and interpretation. With this book, you can learn: ·How to create and interpret your own birth chart
·The basics of timing and prediction techniques ·Simple methods to construct a rough chart in minutes without using math ·An easy method to
calculate an accurate chart mathematically Astrology for Beginners includes a free birth chart offer to help you get started, and references to
more detailed material for those who wish to go further with their studies.
What would you do if you could see the future? Astrology, numerology, tarot, and palmistry have been used for centuries to divine events to
come. The Beginner's Guide to Divination will teach you to practice the mystical arts of divination and predict the future yourself. Explore the
remarkable histories and secret languages of these esoteric practices as you master techniques to view--and even influence--your fate. You'll
learn how to: Create your birth chart and discover how the stars influence the decisions you'll make Use Tarot cards to learn about people
who will cross your path and events that will affect you Examine your palm to uncover challenges and opportunities ahead Find your universal
number and use it to manifest your greatest desires Determine which system works best with your own natural clairvoyance Complete with
detailed charts and illustrations, this all-in-one guide will help you illuminate the path of your life's journey, enhance your intuitive powers, and
take control of your future!
LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT
Vedic Astrology is a complex subject and one needs to consider various aspects to conclude on a native’s horoscope. This book is an
attempt to offer the basic steps in a simplified manner to analyze the horoscope at an elementary level. It is important to understand the
mythological stories for each planet , to understand the effects it has on a chart. Therefore, you will find that this book is a mix of mythology,
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and process towards analyzing a chart. The key takeaway of Vedic Astrology is to understand oneself and one’s life path, one`s strengths
and weaknesses, opportunities and pitfalls and the reasons why one`s life path unfolds in a certain manner.
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO VEDIC ASTROLOGYNotion Press
Your birth chart is a snapshot of the sky taken at the moment and place of your birth, one that reflects your character, personality, strengths,
and challenges. But the moment after that picture was taken, the planets moved on--some quickly, some very slowly. Astrologers call the
moving planets "transits," and by comparing their movements to your birth chart you can gain a complete view of how best to prepare for
challenges, meet opportunities, and stay grounded in a constantly-changing world. In Astrological Transits, astrologer April Elliott Kent will
guide you through the best ways to make the most of your birth chart. Learn how to make the most of good transits and harness and
transform the energy of "bad" ones. You'll also understand planetary cycles and anticipate your own transits. Finally, you'll know how to read
planetary return charts, work with planetary retrogrades, and use eclipses to recognize major patterns and turning points in your life. If you
are comfortable reading a birth chart, you are ready to move your chart into the future using transits. Instructions, tables, and worksheets will
make tracking your transit cycles simple and exciting!
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